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CORRECTION OF THE CLOSED ORBIT AND VERTICAL DISPERSION AND THE TUNING AilD FIELD CORRECTION SVSTEM IS ISA3ELX.E*
G. Paxzen?
Sunmary
Each ring In ISABELLE will have 10 separately
powered systematic field correction calls to make required corrections which are the saae In corresponding
magnets around the ring. These corrections include
changing the '•'-value, shaping the working line in Jspace, correction of field errors due to iron saturation effects, the conductor arrangeaents, the construction of ;hc coll ends, dtamagnetlc effects In the superconductor and to rate-dependent induced currencs. The
twelve insertion quadrupoles in the Insertion surrounding each crossing point will each have a quadrupole
trio coll. The closed orbit will be controlled by a
syscea of 34 horizontal dipole colls and 90 vertical dlpole coils in each ring, each coll being separately powered. This system of dipole colls will also be used to
correct the vertical dispersion at the crossing points.
Two families of skew quadrupoles per ring will be provided for correction of the coupling between the horizontal and vertical motions. Altogether there will be
2S8 separately powered correction coils In each ring.

In the following, the multlpole field of a coll is
described by 3 y • 3 0 b a X n and 3 X - 3 0 aj, X n , where b n
and in are the aultlpole coefficients and S o is the
main dipole field.
Table I lists each of the correction colls and
gives its location, its capacity at 400 GeV, che required accuracy of correction at 30 GeV, the tolerance
on the error of correction at 30 GeV (peak value), the
maximum field generated by the correction coil, and
the required full-scale power supply accuracy to keep
the error in the '—value due to all che power supplies
below 0.001 in a beam thac extends from Ap/p » 0 to
ap/p - 0.01 at 30 GeV.

Quadrunole Trim Coils. The colls of the twofamily quadrupole correction system are located in the
quadrupoles in the insertion region. The maximum quadrupole field chae th* coils produce is 0.12 kG/cm, which
is 27. of che main quadrupcle field and corresponds to
bl • 2.4 x 10" 3 /co at 50 kG. Ac 400 GeV, these trim
colls can move the "-value along the diagonal ('^ • \)
by '*{ • y ' 0.3, and perpendicular to che diagonal '
(vx • " vy5 by "^ » \i, • 0.45. A large mocion along the
I. Systematic Field Correction Colls
diagonal can be achieved using the bypass power supply
The systematic field correction colls include quad- which can make the current flowing through che normal
cell quadrupoles slightly dlfferenc from that In the
rupole trio colls located In the quadrupoles, 3extupols
sain dipole. Changing the '.-value from 'x » *t, • 22.5
colls located In the dtpoles, octupole colls located In
co '-x " '-y " 21.5 requires a bypas3 currenc of about
the dlpoles, decapole colls located In the dlpoles, and
6.7% of the main dipole current. The bypass does not
duodecapole coils Mcated in the quadrupoles. The quadvalue exactly along the diagonal, but along
rupole trim colls are divided Into two families which are move the
, • 1.2 VJJ, so thac at N*X • vy • 21.5 4 perseparately powered in order to be able to separately son- the line
pendicular
correction
corresponding to about iy^ • 0*15
v
troi '-^t and y. One family Is located in the focusing
is required to move che rvalue back to che diagonal.
quadrupoles, and the other in the detocuslng quadrupoles
In a similar way, each of the above 5 aultipole windings
Sextuoole Colls. The sextupole colls are to proare aiviaeo into cwo separatisly poweraa ramnies.
vide the required chromaticity Co c irrect the sextupole
fields produced by
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b, « 2 x 10-4/sm2 in one family and b, "-2 x l0-4/em in the
otlier family. The b2 Introduced by iron saturation effects
ae high fields Is escimaced as about bj *2.5 x 10-4.

Octuaola Colls. The oetupola coils are primarily
Co shape Che working line in -.-ssact. The two families
of occupote coils are locaced in :he dlpol* in Che same
aanncr as Che sextupole colls. The maximum capacity of
Che occupole coils 13 33 " 3 x 10-5'em-1 ac 400 CeV.
The severesc requirement on Che size of Che occupole
coll appears to cooe from a possible brick-Jail effect 1
ac 400 GeV. The b$ - 8 x 10-5'cm3 can produce a Nospread in the beam at 400 GeV o£ -lvx • iv y » 2 x 10" 3
asauolng the energy spread in che beam is ^p/p • 1.5 x
10-3.
Decaoole Colls. The decapole colls are Co eorrecc
the decapole fields produced by iron saturation, superconducting dlamagnetic effects, and eddy currents due
to 3 during the acceleration stage, and to shape the
working line in -»space. They are located in Che dlpoles in the same manner as Che sextuuoles. The maximum
eapaciey of che decapole is b^ • 5 x 10- 6 /cm* ac 400
GeV. The saturation effect at 50 kG is about b 4 — 4 x
lQ-6/ c a 4 #
shaping the working line is primarily Important at 30 GeV, and the decapole can produce a 'J-spread
iv
v
:< ' "" y ' ^
over che beaa ac 30 GeV, assuming chac
che beam extends frca ip/p • 0 to Jp/p • 0.01 ac 30 GeV.
Duodecasole Colls. Th« duodecapole correction
colls are to correct duodecapole fields produced by
iron sacuratlon in the quadrupole.1, possible soil edge
effects In the quadrupoles, and to shape the working
line in "-space at 30 GeV. They are located in the
quadripoles in the i u e manner as the normal cell quadrupole trim colls. The duodecapole coils may be omitted
from the insertion quadrupoles. The maximum capacity
of the duodeeapole is b s - 1 x 10-'/ca 5 at 400 GeV._ The
saturation effect ac 50 kG is about 05 • 0.14 x 10'°
/cm^. This duodecapole can produce a '—spread of ±vx '
Av » 0.03 :•/« che beam ac 30 GeV,, assuming che beam
extends froir. ip/p • 0 Co -p/p - 0.01 at 30 GeV.
3vpas3. The dlpoles and the quadrupoles are essentially In series. • However, a bypass, suggested by
K. Robins, is introduced across all the cell quadrupoles, so that che ceil quadrupoles can carry a current
slightly differine from that in the dipoles. The bypass can then be used to correct for the difference in
thu iron saturation effects in the dipoles and quadrupoles which may be of the order of 3.57, of the main
dlpole current. The bypass can also be used to vary
th« lvalue roughly along the diagonal \ » ',,. This
allows one Co reduce the size of che quadrupoie trims
required, as che quadrupole trims need vary che lvalue
only perpendicularly to the diagonal about vx a .-A/ =•
0.4. ,\ bypass of about 11. is required to correct the
saturation effects and to be able to change che '•—value
about
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II. Closed Orbit and Vertical
Dispersion Correction System
The dipole correction colls of the closed orbit
correction system are locaced In the quadrupole. Each
defocuslng quadrupole has a vertical dlpole coll, 90
per ring,, and each focusing quadrupole has a horizontal
dtpole coll, 34 per ring. The beats position monitors
or pickup electrodes are also placed near each quadrupole. A vertical position beam monitor is located near
each defocuslng quadrupole, upstream from the quadrupola, and a horizontal position b u m sonleor is locaced
ntar each focusing quadrapola, upstream from eh* quadrupole, vith cha one exception of the bean monitors near
the Ql and Q2 quadrupoles. A vertical and a horizontal
beam monitor are located near Ql! an ch* side of Ql
closest co che crossing point. That* nro b u m monitors
oo elcher side of ch* crossing point eaa d*e«rsla* the
beam position ae ch* crossing point. There arc no bean
monitors .iear Q 2 .
Th* vertical beam position monitors ar* locaced ae
eh* i-masi-aim at :h« vertical motion, and ch* horizontal
beam position monitors ae eh* j-oaxlcum of ch* horlzoaeal
ooeloa. Pucclag eh* beam position aonitors ac

cheir corresponding 3-maximum rather than at the 3oinlmum reduces che residual error in the closed orbl*
between probes by about a factor of 3.
An effort was made c-< keep the sise of the dlpole
correction colls down by relying on aovemenc of the
quadrupoles to accomplish large corrections. Most of
the dipole correction coils have a capacity of 400 G,
wich the exeepcion of the four vertical dipole colls,
and the four horizontal dlpole coils near each crossing
point which are used for local steering of che beams at
the crossing points and which have a capacity of 1000 5.
It is assumed that the quadrupoles can be moved wlch an
accuracy of 0.075 mm rms.
At che startup oC che accelerator, che error3 in
the locadon of the quadrupoles of about 0.25 xm rms,
and In the vertical alignment of the dlpoles of 0.5
x 10-3 rad rms lead co a possible initial peak orbic
displacement of 27 mo horizontally and 23 mm vertically
with 90% probability. As a flrsc step in che correccion
procedure, this large central orbit error will be corrected by moving all the quadrupoles around -he ring.
This is computed to lead co a remaining possible peak
orbit error of 9 mm horizontally and 7.7 mm vertically
with 907. probability, which results from che assumed
accuracy in moving che quadrupoles of 0.375 tnn rms.
In the second step of the correction procedure,
che remaining closed orbic error is corrected using the
dipole correction coils. This is computed to leave a
possible remaining peak orbit error of 0.2 an horizontally, and 0.4 mm vertically. In the computation of
che result, the dipole correction coils were assumed
to have a peak error of 0.1 0 corresponding to a full
scale power supply accuracy of I x 10" 4 . Errors due
to inaccuracies in the beam position monitors were noc
Included. The maximum required dipole correction found
in che compucer simulation was 100 G. If a particular
required dipole correction is found Co be more than
200 G, Chen this correction would be done by moving the
corresponding quadrupole, so that ac least 200 G of che
400 G capacity of che dlpole correccion coils would be
available for further corrections.
Vertical dispersion, the dependence of che vertical
closed orbit on the particle momentum, is also corrected
using che closed correction system. This is done by displacing the orbit vertically in che dipoles where che
sextupole chromaticicy correctors are located, and ii
che quadruples. Displacing the orbit vertically generates skew quadrupole fields in dlpoles where the sextupole colls are located, and generates horizontal dipole
fields in che quadrupoles. The skew quadrupole fields
and horizoncal dipole field3 generated contribute to
the vertical dispersion and thus can be used Co correct
the vertical dispersion.
After the orbit is corrected as described above,
th* vertical dispersion is computed to have a possible
peak value of Y o • 60 mm wlch 907. probability. This
vertical dispersion is corrected-1 by moving Che orbit
vertically using che dipole correccion colls in such a
way as Co make the vertical dispersion zero at the six
crossing points. This is computed to require a possible
peak vertical displacement of the orbit by 2 mm. The
maximum required dlpole correction found in che compucer
simulation was 200 G :o correcc che orbie and ehe vertical dispersion.
Local 3eam Sceering. In order to have precise
control of che position of che beam ac che crossing
point, a local displacement of the cencral orblc is
produced using four of the dipole correction colls.
To produce a vertical displacement of che cencral orbit,
che dlpole correccion colls in. magnets Ql, Q4, Q10 and
Q40 are used, and to produce horizontal displacement of
the cencral orbit, che dlpole correction coils in magnets Q2, Q5, Q20, and Q50 are used. These dlpole correction colls have a capacity of 1000 G and can produce

a 6 en displacement of Cb* beam both horizontally and
vertically ac 400 GeV.
III. CouoLtm Resonance Correction
In order Co eorrtce cha coupling baewaan the horizontal and varclcal oadLlaeloni, cwo families at
separately excited skew quadrupole correction colls are
provided.' One ftally Is in the ql and Q2 quadripoles
la the Insertion upstream from the crossing point, and
the other family Is In the Ql and 0.2 quadrupoles dovnstrcam from Che crossing point. The skew quidrupole
coll* can be In cither Ql or Q2 or both. m The axpeccad
width of the coupling resonances \ ~ \
"> due P r i " •
narlly to randoa skew quadrupole error, is 0.015 rat,
which corresponds to 757, coupling between horizontal
•nd vertical aotlon for particles whose lvalues are
0.01 from the \ » v resonance line. The mexlmum
capacity of the skew quadrupole correction coll Is
aj • 2.4 x lO*Vcm or 120 G/cm at 400 GeV assuming the
coll 1* locaced only In ql quadrupoles. Tha required
full scale power supply accuracy Is 10"* In order to
keep the coupling to less than 17. at 30 GeV,
IV. Insertion QuadruBOle Trlma
Each of cha cwelve quadrupoLes In the Insertion
region surrounding each crossing point has a quadrupole
trim coll. These quadrupole trims are to correct for
differences in the Iron saturation affect in cha Insertion quadrupolas and che main dlpoles, and for the
slight difference in Che required effective lengths for
Che Ql, Q2, Q10 and Q20 quadrupoles, Che QS, Q6, Q7, Q50,
Q60 and Q70 quadrupolcs, and the Q4 and Q40 quadrupoles.
The expected iron saturation effect to be corrected Is
3.5H in the field gradient.
By choosing the quadrupole lengths correctly, Che
total effective correction required for che cwo effects,
the length variation and iron saturation effects, Is
about 2.57..
Another effect that also may n«ad corrections is
the random variation in 9 V and 2X at tha crossing point,
which causes the beam-beam Interaction to loose its
6-fold symmetry, and makes che beao-baam nonlinear
resonances more, dense. The peak random variation la
3 X asd 3y la about 127.. Correction of this effect aay
require an additional 47. capacity for the quadrupole
trio colls or a total of 6.57.. All the quadrupole trims
are separately powered.
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